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SPP ACE Diversity Interchange (ADI) System Requirements V1.6 
 
Introduction 
 
The SPP ADI program will be an application running within the SPP EMS.  Input data will be 
coming to SPP from participating members via ICCP.  The ADI input data set will use the report 
by exception protocol to ensure that the most recent data is available at each calculation interval.  
The ADI calculation will occur every four seconds.  Output data will be made available to 
participants immediately thru ICCP.  Situational awareness and data archiving will be developed 
within eDNA. 
 
1. ADI Calculation Examples 
 
1.1 Unlimited ADI 
 
For the purposes of this example, an ADI calculation will be explained using five participants.  
Actual participants may include all market participating Balancing Authorities. 
 

In the table to the left, five Balancing Authorities are 
participating in ADI.  The sum of the Raw ACE of all 
participants is +95 MW.  The Minority Total of -30 MW 
represents the Available ADI in this calculation interval.  
Each time ADI is calculated, participants will fall in either 
the majority group or the minority group.  The majority 
group consists of the participants whose Raw ACE shares 
the same sign (positive/negative) as the TOTAL.  The 
minority group consists of the participants whose Raw 
ACE has the opposite sign of the TOTAL.  For example, 
the participants in the table shaded grey make up the 
majority group. 

 
All participants will receive an ADI Value based on the following equations. 
 

( )
( ) ( )PortionADIAvailablestParticipan

TotalMinorityorMajority
ACERawstParticipanMinorityorMajority ''

=  

 
NOTE – In the above equation, Majority or Minority values must be used consistently 
throughout the equation to achieve a correct result. 
 
( ) ( ) ( )ValueADItParticipanLimitADIorTotalMinorityPortionADIAvailablestParticipan =*'

 
Note – When ADI Limits are in effect, the lesser of the absolute value of the Minority Total or 
the ADI Limit should be used in the above equation. 
 
 

Balancing Authority Raw ACE 
BLUE +100 
RED +5 
GREEN +20 
YELLOW -20 
ORANGE -10 
Total +95 
Majority Total +125 
Minority Total -30 
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( ) ( ) ACEAdjustedADItParticipanValueADItParticipanACERawtParticipan =−  
 

NOTE – When the Majority or Minority Totals appear in the above equation, the absolute value 
is used to achieve the desired sign convention in the end results. 
 
Balancing Authority Raw ACE ADI Value (Output) ADI Adjusted ACE (End Result)
BLUE +100 (100/125)*(30) = 24 (+100) - (+24) = +76 
RED +5 (5/125)*(30) = 1.2 (+5) - (+1.2) = +3.8 
GREEN +20 (20/125)*(30) = 4.8 (+20) - (+4.8) = +15.2 
YELLOW -20 (-20/30)*(30) = -20 (-20) - (-20) = 0 
ORANGE -10 (-10/30)*(30) = -10 (-10) - (-10) = 0 
Total +95 0 +95 
Majority Total +125 -30 +95 
Minority Total -30 -30 0 

 
The end result should always be Total Raw ACE = Total ADI ACE. 
 
* Correct ADI Values can be obtained thru numerous mathematical schemes.  ADI software may 
be programmed using any algorithm that obtains desired output values. 
 
1.2 ADI Calculation Example with an ADI Limit 
 
For various reasons, it may be necessary to limit the magnitude of the ADI Value that is shared 
among the BA’s.  SPP accomplishes this by limiting the total amount of ADI that is created to be 
pooled among the BA’s. For the purposes of this example, the previous input values will be used 
along with an ADI Limit of +/- 20MW.  The amount of ADI will be limited to participants in 
both the minority and majority group.  Minority and Majority group limitations are applicable in 
this example.  This example will begin with the input values of the previous example. 
 
Balancing Authority Raw ACE ADI Value (Output) ADI Adjusted ACE (End Result)
BLUE +100 (100/125)*(20) = 16 (+100) - (+16) = +84 
RED +5 (5/125)*(20) = 0.8 (+5) - (+0.8) = +4.2 
GREEN +20 (20/125)*(20) = 3.2 (+20) - (+3.2) = +16.8 
YELLOW -20 (-20/30)*(20) = -13.3 (-20) - (-13.3) = -6.7 
ORANGE -10 (-10/30)*(20) = -6.7 (-10) - (-6.7) = -3.3 
Total +95 0 +95 
Majority Total +125 -20 +105 
Minority Total -30 -20 -10 
ADI Limit 20 20   

 
Since the ADI that can be distributed is limited to 20 MW, the amount of the Minority ADI is 
limited to 20 MW. When there is only 20 MW of Minority ADI to distribute instead of the 
original 30 MW, the Majority ADI is limited as well.  The Raw ACE for each BA is the same as 
in the unlimited example but the Minority and Majority ADI Values change for each BA in the 
limited example. 
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2. Input Data from Participants via ICCP 
 
The following ADI input data will be made available to SPP by each participating BA via ICCP.  
Participating members will ensure that all data is updated at least every four seconds.  SPP will 
use the report by exception protocol to ensure that the most recent data is available to the ADI 
calculation. 
 

1. Balancing Authority Raw ACE (analog) 
2. Balancing Authority Participation Code (digital) 
3. Balancing Authority ADI Export Limit (analog) 
4. Balancing Authority ADI Import Limit (analog) 

 
2.1 Stale, missing or suspect input data 
 
Each participant’s entire input data set must be valid for participation in ADI.  If at any time, any 
element of the input data set becomes stale, missing or suspect for 30 ADI intervals (2 minutes), 
that participant will be excluded from the ADI calculation.  Invalid data exclusions will have a 
minimum 15 ADI intervals (60 seconds) duration.  Participants will be included in ADI 
calculations when the entire input data set is deemed to be valid for 15 ADI intervals (60 
seconds). 
 
Anytime a participant has a planned outage of ICCP of more than two minute duration that will 
cause the participant data to be significantly different than the actual data (freezing data at the 
current level does not require this action) will set their ADI participation code to (0) prior to the 
start of such an ICCP outage as well as informing the SPP Operators.  If a participant becomes 
aware of a data issue that could result in an invalid input data set for more than two minutes, they 
will set their ADI participation code to (0) as well as informing the SPP Operators.  Planned 
ICCP outages or data issues that can be corrected in two minutes or less do not require SPP 
notification. 
 
3. ADI Software Specifications 
 
3.1 Participation Code ICCP Input 
 
Each participant will be required to send via ICCP a digital bit indicating their intent to 
participate in ADI.  If the participant is sending a (1), the ADI software will include that 
participant in the ADI calculation. Sending a (0) indicates that a participant is choosing to be 
excluded from the ADI calculation. If an ADI Global suspension is in effect, the BA 
participation code will not be honored.  
 
3.2 Participant Exclusion from ADI 
 
Once a participant chooses to be excluded from the ADI calculation due to a non-technical 
reason, they will continue to be excluded for a minimum of 60 minutes (900 ADI calculation 
intervals). After 60 minutes, if the participant is sending a participation code of (1) and the input 
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data set is valid that participant will again be included in ADI calculations. If an ADI Global 
suspension is in effect, the BA participation code will not be honored. 
 
If a participant chooses to be excluded from ADI for a Technical reason, they will be excluded 
for a minimum of 5 ADI intervals (20 seconds). After 20 seconds, if the participant is sending a 
participation code of (1) and the input data set is being received by SPP that participant will 
again be included in ADI calculations. 
 
Valid Technical reasons for exclusion: 

1. EMS failure or suspension. 
2. AGC failure or suspension. 
3. Inability to calculate ACE. 
4. Complete or partial loss of BA Transmission data. 
5. Complete or partial loss of BA Generation data.  
6. SPP data set missing, stale or suspect.  
7. Any other data or system outage or failure beyond the control of the BA. 

 
If a participant is excluded from ADI for any reason, the participant’s Raw ACE and ADI Value 
will be set to (0) in the ADI calculation and the ADI offset sent back to the participant will be 
(0). The participant will continue to control and report CPS1 and CPS2/BAAL to the ADI ACE 
which will be equal to their original calculated BA Raw ACE.  
 
3.3 Balancing Authority ADI Export and Import Limits 
 
ADI Export and Import Limits are intended to give the SPP Reliability Coordinator and 
participating Balancing Authorities another tool to manage any impact that ADI may have on the 
transmission system.  A Balancing Authority has the option to place a limit on the magnitude of 
the ADI contributed to the other participants (Export Limit - Positive ADI) and received from 
other participants (Import Limit – Negative ADI).  When ADI Export and Import Limits are not 
in use, Participants should set ADI Export Limit = 999 and ADI Import Limit = -999. 
 
3.3.1 ADI Export Limit 
 
A participating Balancing Authority has the option to set an ADI Export Limit of (0) or greater.  
For example, setting an ADI Export Limit of (0) will prevent the contribution of positive ADI to 
the rest of the participating Balancing Authorities.  If an ADI Export Limit of (100 MW) was in 
effect, only 100 MW or less of a participating Balancing Authorities’ raw ACE would be used in 
the calculation of ADI.  
 
3.3.2 ADI Import Limit 
 
The ADI Import Limit can be set to (0) or any negative value.  ADI Import Limit should never 
be a positive value.  For example, with an ADI Import Limit of (-50 MW) in effect and a raw 
ACE of (-70 MW) the participating Balancing Authority will only contribute (-50 MW) of ACE 
diversity to the other participants. 
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3.4 BA Raw ACE Reasonability Limits 
 
3.4.1 BA Raw ACE Reasonability Alarm Limit 
 
ADI software will use a BA Raw ACE Reasonability Alarm Limit to alert the SPP Operator of a 
large magnitude Participant Raw ACE value.  By default, the Raw BA ACE Reasonability Alarm 
limit will be two times the L10 value currently in use by each participating Balancing Authority. 
 
3.4.2 BA Raw ACE Reasonability Suspend Limit 
 
SPP will calculate a BA Raw ACE Reasonability Suspend Limit for each participant. By default, 
the BA Raw ACE Reasonability Suspend Limit will be the higher of five times the current BA 
L10 value or 1.5 times the largest unit located inside the BA.  If a participant’s Raw ACE exceeds 
the BA Raw ACE  Reasonability Suspend Limit, that participant will be excluded from the ADI 
calculation immediately.. The participant will be included in the ADI calculation after the BA 
ACE is less than the BA ACE Reasonability Alarm limit for 5 consecutive intervals (20 
seconds). 
 
If a participant is excluded from ADI due to exceeding the BA Raw ACE Reasonability Suspend 
Limit, that participant’s Raw ACE and ADI Value will be set to (0) in the ADI calculation and 
the ADI offset sent back to the participant will be 0. The participant will continue to control and 
report CPS1 and CPS2/BAAL to the ADI ACE which will be equal to the original calculated BA 
Raw ACE.  
 
If the default BA Raw ACE Reasonability Suspend Limit causes unnecessary exclusions in ADI 
or does not provide a reasonable operating range for the SPP ADI program, SPP may set the BA 
Raw ACE Reasonability Suspend Limit at a value other than the default limits in coordination 
with the BA 
 
The SPP Operator will have the ability to set the Alarm and Suspend reasonability limits thru the 
ADI EMS display. 
 
3.5 SPP Operator Interaction 
 
SPP Operators will have the capability to perform the following functions in the ADI Software. 
 

1. Set the ADI limit (Field where a value can be entered) 
2. Exclude Participants (Possibly a checkbox) 
3. Issue a Global Suspension of ADI (Possibly a checkbox) 
4. Set a BA Raw ACE Reasonability Alarm Limit for each Participant 
5. Set a BA Raw ACE Reasonability Suspend Limit for each Participant 

 
These functions will be a part of the ADI Display in EMS.   
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3.6 ADI Inclusion Signal for Participants 
 
ADI software will generate a digital value indicating which participants are being included in 
ADI calculations.  This value will be made available to the corresponding participant via ICCP.  
The intention is to give participants an indication that they have been excluded manually by the 
SPP Operator.  While participants are being included in ADI calculations, they will receive a 
value of (1). 
 
When a participant is manually excluded by the SPP Operator, that participant’s Raw ACE and 
ADI Value will be set to (0) in the ADI calculation and the ADI offset sent back to the 
participant will be 0. The participant will continue to control and report CPS1 and CPS2/BAAL 
to the ADI ACE which will be equal to their original calculated BA Raw ACE.  
 
3.7 Global Suspension of ADI 
 
Global Suspension of ADI could become necessary for several reasons including but not limited 
to the reasons listed below. SPP Operators will have the ability to activate a global suspension of 
ADI. ADI will also be globally suspended manually at the request of the SPP Reliability 
Coordinator. 
 
ADI shall be automatically suspended globally for the following reasons: 

1. Activation of a RSS event where assistance schedules are created. ADI will be resumed 
after the RSG assistance period is over. 

2. A frequency disturbance on the interconnection where the monitored frequency is 59.950 
HZ or less or 60.050 HZ or greater.  ADI will be resumed after the frequency recovers to 
60.00 HZ. 

3. Loss of the SPP EMS. 
 
SPP will generate and make available to all ADI participants a digital ICCP Global Suspend 
value indicating the status of the ADI.  When participants are receiving a Global Suspend value 
of (1), ADI calculation is functioning as intended.  If participants are receiving a Global Suspend 
value of (0) or no value at all, the assumption should be made by participants that ADI has been 
globally suspended. 
 
When the SPP Operator activates an ADI Global Suspension, all participants’ Raw ACE and 
ADI Value will be set to (0) in the ADI calculation and the ADI offset sent back to each of the 
participant will be 0. The participants will continue to control and report CPS1 and CPS2/BAAL 
to the ADI ACE which will be equal to their original calculated BA Raw ACE.  
 
3.8 Raw ACE verse Balancing Authority ACE 
 
Prior to the implementation of ADI, all balancing authorities supplied SPP with their ACE.  With 
the implementation of ADI, the ACE supplied by balancing authorities must include any ACE 
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diversity being used by a balancing authority.  A Raw ACE value should never include ACE 
diversity. 
 

Balancing Authority Raw ACE – The calculated ACE of a balancing authority not 
including ACE diversity. 
 
Balancing Authority ACE – The ACE of a balancing authority including any ACE 
diversity 

 
4. SPP ADI Output Data sent to Participants via ICCP 
The below listed data will be made available to each ADI participant thru ICCP. 
 

1. Participant ADI Value 
2. ADI Inclusion Signal 
3. Global Suspension Status 
4. Raw ACE Reasonability Alarm Limits 
5. Raw ACE Reasonability Exclusion Limits 

 
4.1 Stale, missing or suspect output data from SPP  
 
If any part of the ADI output data set sent by SPP to the participants becomes missing, stale, or 
suspect for 5 ADI intervals (20 seconds), ADI should be considered to be suspended.  The BA 
should send SPP a suspend ADI participation signal (0). This will set the ADI value to 0. After 
the ADI data set received from SPP is valid for 5 ADI intervals (20 seconds), the BA will set the 
ADI participation signal to participating (1)   
 
5. Situational Awareness and Data Retention in eDNA 
All Input and Output Data in addition to the below listed data will need to be retained in eDNA. 
 

• Each BA Raw ACE received by SPP 
• Total RAW ACE (Each Calculation Interval) 
• ADI Adjustment sent to each BA by SPP 
• Total ADI Adjustment (Each Calculation Interval) 
• The limit used by the ADI (Each Calculation Interval) 
• The individual participation status of ADI for each BA 
• The global participation status of ADI 
• Each BA Raw ACE Reasonability Alarm Limits 
• Each BA Raw ACE Reasonability Exclusion Limits 

 
6. Participant System Requirements 
Each ADI member system is expected to have as a minimum 
 

• The ability to transfer ADI data via ICCP on a 4 second basis 
• The ability of the BA Operator to monitor the current participation status of ADI for their 

BA. 
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• The ability of the BA Operator to view their current ADI adjustment, Raw ACE, ADI 
Adjusted ACE and Raw ACE Reasonability Exclusion Limits 

• The ability of the BA Operator to enter and view an individual participation/non-
participation status for their BA 

• The ability of the BA Operator to view and verify the global status of ADI. 
• The ability to incorporate the ADI signal into the BA’s AGC. 
• The ability to control the Balancing Authority to the ADI Adjusted ACE. 
• Calculate and report CPS1 and CPS2/BAAL on the ADI Adjusted ACE. 
 

7. ADI ICCP Data Point Definitions 
 
The chart below provides a description of the information that will be exchanged between SPP 
and ADI participants via ICCP. 
 
Participant Provided     
Purpose  ICCP Point Name  Notes 
Balancing Authority Raw ACE  SWPSPP_ADI$BUS$XXX_RAW$MW    
Balancing Authority Participation Code  SWPSPP_ADI$BUS$XXX_PART$STTS  1 = Intent to Participate 

Balancing Authority ADI Export Limit  SWPSPP_ADI$BUS$XXX_EXP_ADI$MW 
*Must be greater than or 
equal to Zero to be valid 

Balancing Authority ADI Import Limit  SWPSPP_ADI$BUS$XXX_IMP_ADI$MW 
*Must be less than or 
equal to Zero to be valid 

     
SPP Provided (per Participant)     
Purpose  ICCP Point Name  Notes 
Participant ADI Value  SWPSPP_ADI$BUS$XXX_ADI$MW    

ADI Inclusion Signal  SWPSPP_ADI$BUS$XXX_INCL$STTS 
1 = Participant is being 
included in ADI 

Raw ACE Reasonability Alarm Limits  SWPSPP_ADI$BUS$XXX_RAL_ADI$MW    
Raw ACE Reasonability Exclusion Limits  SWPSPP_ADI$BUS$XXX_REL_ADI$MW    
     
SPP Provided (Global)     
Purpose  ICCP Point Name  Notes 

Global Suspension Status  SWPSPP_ADI$BUS$ADI_SUSPEND$STTS 
1 = Global Suspension is 
Active 

 
- XXX is a placeholder for the individual company name. 
 
- The ICCP Point Name(s) shown under Participant provided are just suggestions. 


